Abstract. In most artificial neural networks, learning capabilities suffer from sudden and total forgetting of all previous learned information when newly arrived information is requested for learning. The particularity that gives to these networks the ability to generalize causes also a phenomenon known as catastrophic forgetting. In this article we examine a biological plausible solution to prevent this undesirable effect while retaining an abstract of past knowledge which attenuates with time. The following mechanism derived from a connectionist model, recently proposed, is known as the reverberating self-refreshing mechanism. That mechanism appears capable of overcoming the so called plasticityelasticity dilema.
I. Introduction
In unsupervised learning the only fact available is the input set. What such a network can serve for is among the others topology preservation or mapping a set of information onto a structure while retaining some similarity relations between the original data and the data after mapping.
Topology preserving means that close input signals are mapped to neurons which are close in the lattice structure and conversely, close neurons in the lattice structure come from close input signals in the input space preserving similarities between data as most as possible.
The problem of catastrophic forgetting was initially mentioned by McCloskey and Cohen [1] . Neural networks learning procedure involves the storage of a set of inputs into a single weight set. This lack of modularity causes the interference of new patterns learned by the network with previously stored patterns [10] Learning and forgetting characterizes every living organism that can be awarded as intelligent. But forgetting is not experienced as catastrophic.
In order to avoid catastrophic interference, Robins proposed a practical solution by terleaving previous mapped information with newly arrived information [4] . Each time a new item is to be learned, a temporary set of 'pseudoitems' can be created and learned alongside the original item. This simple algorithm works remarkably well, in that it appears to substantially reduce interference between sequential training items while still allowing new information to be learned.
Pseudo-pattern data set can be generated by feeding the target neural network with noise and tracking the output. What these patterns represent is an approximation of the static learned information so far.
This knowledge consolidation process is mentioned by Robins to resemble the biological function of dream sleep [2] The purpose of the present article is to extend these ideas to common unsupervised neural networks, concerning topographic quality, such as the Kohonen self -organizing map [7] and Fritzkes growing neural gas [8] . To enable unsupervised sequential learning, that is learning of new information at any time without supervision, we use data gathered from a mobile robot simulation environment . In the paragraphs to follow we present potential advantages and drawbacks.
II. Unsupervised Learning Networks
Unsupervised learning architectures are often considered topographic or topology preserving networks as a consequence of the competitive learning method. The term definition of topology preservation and a mathematical relationship with geometrical structures such as Voronoi Diagrams and Delaunay Triangulation have been the case study of Martinetz and Schulten [11] .
A. Kohonen Feature Maps
Sensory pathways in the brain are organized in such a way that its arrangement reflects some physical characteristic of the external stimulus being sensed, Kohonen [7] proposed an unsupervised neural network architecture called self organizing map (SOM) to mimic two-dimensional arrangements of neurons in the brain. SOM, maybe the most popular unsupervised artificial neural network, is an algorithm that maps similar input vectors, which are close to each other onto contiguous locations in the output space. The dimensions of the node lattice and node number are chosen in advance. Kohonen feature maps are popular also because of their dimensionality reduction capabilities, meaning that can project multidimensional input space into normally one or two dimensional space. It is also possible for more dimensions but difficult to achieve. For every input presented to the net, the distance between input and every node in the map is calculated to find the winner node. The node with minimum distance is the winner node or best matching unit. The winner node and neighbors update their corresponding weights through some function, typically a Gaussian. The algorithmic steps shown bellow
Weight initialization to typically small random values 2. Calculate the best matching unit using some distance metric 3. Determine the best matching unit's local neighbours 4. Adjust winner node and neighbors weights. 5. Repeat until a criterion is met B. Growing Neural Gas
Growing Neural Gas, an incremental neural network proposed by Fritzke, [8] can learn the topological relationships from an input set of vectors using a variation of the Hebbian rule. GNG is a network that dynamically add or remove nodes and can approximate the input space with higher accuracy compared to a network with predefined structure such as the self organizing feature map. General applications of GNG are vector quantization, interpolation and clustering. The following lines gives a brief algorithm overview 
III. Pseudo -Rehearsal algorithm
Applying rehearsal technique to both GNG and SOM is straightforward since weight vectors and topology connections are accessible. Apart from memory requirements for the aforementioned algorithms a new buffer is necessary to temporarily store all previous weight vectors. This set of weight vectors reflects the originally learned function f. When the network had to learn a new pattern, the network would be trained on the new pattern plus the set of previously saved weights that reflects what the network have learned so far. Following this way, the new pattern would be interleaved with patterns that, even though they were not the originally learned patterns, nonetheless reflected the original function learned. Robins showed that his technique did, indeed, reduce catastrophic interference [4] . An algorithmic shema of the technique can be seen in figure 1 . 
V. Experimental procedure
Two systems designed to simulate sequential learning one for every neural network. Because SOM grid dimensions are preassigned, we experimented with a variety of grid dimensions. In the following experiments we depict rehearsal learning resulting from one dimensional grid because outperformed every other structure of the lattice. For the GNG it is not a prerequisite to determine the grid formation since this dynamically change during training. To compare the performance with standard algorithms we trained also standard SOM and GNG. It is necessary for commencing sequential learning of SOM while adaptation, to use small neighboring area of influence combined with adequate number of nodes. Training takes place for one input at a time or 500 cycles of input sets generated from current input, pseudo-patterns and actual training. Training of GNG continues until the predefined number of 25 nodes is reached.
Input data derived from a simulation of a mobile robot in a three dimensional artificial environment. The robot, equipped with an omnidirectional vision sensor on top, released to wander around while recording the trajectory.
Images obtained at regular space intervals using relative odometry. From the video obtained we extracted a sequence of 500 snapshots and applied preprocessing techniques to reduce the amount of data and increase computational efficacy. Rather than learning directly every image we applied chromatic information extraction techniques with an intention to detect only general features of the environment. The results then used to feed the neural networks.
Color histograms are mentioned to be robust for robot map-building and image retrieval problems and due to their statistical nature, provide a complete rotationally invariant representation when employed with panoramic cameras. Histogram shows the distribution of pixel values of N beans.
In our case the distribution determined to span along 24 bins.
VI. Results
A related question is, how topology-preserving can be measured from the input data space onto the network structure. Several quantitative metrics have been proposed to evaluate this like the topographic product of Bauer and Pawelzik, [5] or the topographic function of Villmann et al., [9] . We feel that in the present stage, visual inspection of map to detect neighborhood violations is at least trustworthy. On a next stage a particular metric can serve as an optimization factor to improve overall performance. Every one of the following graphs depicts a set of 500 inputs and corresponding network training progress. Since visualization of all 24 elements of each vector is impossible, we choose the first two elements from each input and weight vectors. The number of nodes for every network was designated as 25.
It seems that in our case one dimensional SOM has the freedom to rearrange their nodes to catch the input space with higher topographic precision than the equivalent two dimensional. As can be seen in figure 2 , temporal information recorded well in the network but for intersections of the trajectory of image feature vectors, the spatial representation is inacurrate . As it was expected, nearby neurons appeared adjust in time but not in space. Another problem with SOM is the challenging search for the optimal learning parameters.
The issue of SOM topographic quality is a complicated one. Depending on the relationship between input and output space, some information of the topological arrangement may be lost in the process [6] . If the dimension of the data set is higher than the dimension of the map grid, a representation mismatch can be detected between input and output spaces. The topology preservation error then is additively accumulated in the sequential learning process. On the other hand, it is well known that GNG adapts almost perfect to input manifolds. This attribute appears also for sequential learning process as shown in figure 3 . Compared to pseudo-rehearsal SOM overall performance, in case of topography, pseudo-rehearsal GNG appears better since the network catches the input space more accurately than SOM. In the case of a standard SOM or standard GNG, the network nodes are focalized around the last input vector fed the network. The network learns only the current input discarding all the information concerning past episodes. The phenomenon of catastrophic forgetting which also attacks GNG is show in figure 4 .
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VII. Conclusion
The aim of this article was to illustrate the effect of a connectionist model, designed to avoid catastrophic interference, applied on popular unsupervised topology preservation networks. Unsupervised neural networks can be benefitted from the pseudo-rehearsal learning solution to avoid the catastrophic forgetting phenomenon. Episodic mapping is feasible and past memories decay more naturally by abstracting previous with current information . Both SOM and GNG depicted sequential learning capabilities. We have shown that networks which dynamically change their lattice structure, perform better than networks with predefined grid of nodes. Experimental results are presented to show the diversity of the two well known networks in case of performance and easiness in use. Pseudo-rehearsal solution is an astonishing simple technique which could credit unsupervised network with the ability for life long learning whenever required.
